
meanwhile: • All our abodes70 are in you ' (87: 7). This is in
deed a grandiose delineation of the eschatologica1 hopes of the 
authors of the special genre we have been investigating. 

Our investigation is at an end, but it is anything but com
plete ; to be complete it must include a study of the idea of the 
city of God in ancient Oriental literature as well as of the in
fluence of Songs of Zion and their theology on the O.T. and the 
N.T. and finally over non-Biblical literature; such an investiga-
tion will demand a special book. · 

Rambles in Septuagint 
Lexicography 

HENRY S. GEHMAN 

Students of the Old Testament are sadly aware of the dearth 
of adequate lexical aids for studying the Greek version of the Old 
Testament. The Lexicon of J. F. Schleusner in five volumes 
(Leipzig, 1820-21) still bas great value for Septuagint studies and 
cannot be ignored as an antiquated piece of work. It is written in 
Latin, the universal language of scholarship in his day, but un
fortunately in the present age, when many students of divinity 
have small Greek, less Hebrew, and no Latin, it remains a sealed 
book. This work, however, has recently been reprinted, and 
accordingly this monument of erudition will be available to scholars 
for a number of years to come, and incidentally it may encourage 
the study of Latin by theological students. 

If a student, however, cannot read Latin and. uses Schleusner 
in his researches, be will not be without help in the study of the 
Septuagint. The Concordance to the Septuagint, edited by E. Hatch 
and R. A. Redpath (Oxford, 1897-1906), consists of two volumes 
of 1,504 pages with a Supplement of 272 pages. This work enables 
the student to assemble the evidence for the translation of a certain 
Hebrew word or root in various books of the Old Testament, and 
accordingly it can frequently take the place of a Septuagint lexicon. 
Occasional help in meanings can be found in the notes of F. Field's 
edition of the Fragments of Origen's Hexapla, two volumes (Oxford, 
1875) .. Naturally, we can find a great deal of aid in Liddell and 

10 Another variant is ' sources ' ; but ihe one accepted here seems to 
be more suited to the context: the citizens of a new city are inclined 
to think of their new homes and rejoice ! Cf. H.-J. Kraus, op. cit., p. 603. 
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Scott's Greek Lexicon (New edition, 1940), but frequently it is 
unsatisfactory. Once in a while definitions may be available in 
E. A. Sophocles, Greek Lexicon of the Roman and Byzantine Periods 
(146 B.C.-A.D. 1100) (Boston, 1870), but generally the student 
turns away in disappointment. From time to time one may refer 
to H. Stephanus (1528-98), Thesaurus Graecae Linguae (Paris), 
and to MEI'A A.EE/KON THE EAAHNIKHE Demetrakos 
(Athens, 1933, 9 volumes, pp. 8056+ ). 

Since the Greek of the Septuagint represents the «owr; of the 
third to the first century B.C., we cannot ignore the evidence of the 
papyri, and in this connexion we have F. Preisigke, Worterbuch der 
Griechischen Papyrusurlainden ... (Berlin, 1925-31) and numerous 
word lists in various publications of papyri. Occasional help is 
found in J. H. Moulton and G. Milligan, The Vocabulary of the 
Greek Testament lllustrated from the Papyri and other Non-literary 
Sources (London, 1914-29). Since the Septuagint had a definite 
influence upon the language of the New Testament, we cannot 
ignore New Testament lexicography. In this connexion mention 
should be made of G. Kittel, Theologisches Worterbuch zum Neuen 
Testament (Stuttgart, 1933- ); W. Bauer, Griechisch-Deutches 
Worterbuch zu den Schriften des Neuen Testaments und der iibrigen 
urchristlichen Literatur (4th edition, 1952) and the English trans
lation made by W. F. Arndt and F. W. Gingrich (University of 
Chicago Press, 1957). Further useful tools are W. F. Moulton 
and A. S. Geden, A Concordance to the Greek Testament (Edinburgh, 
1897) and A. Schmoller, Handkonkordanz zum griechischen Neuen 
Testament (8th edition, Stuttgart, 1949). Occasionally a non
classical usage in the Septuagint may be represented in the Church 
Fathers, and in this case some help is available in G. W. H. Lampe, 
A Patristic Greek Lexicon, Pase. 1, Oxford, 1961. The Lexicon of 
Hesychius gives numerous suggestions, and from time to time 
Suidas should be consulted. 

There are times, however, when it is necessary to compare the 
Septuagint with the Masoretic Text in order to arrive at a reasonable 
interpretation. This is especially true when the idiom of the Septu
agint is quite Hebraic, but this does not justify us in calling the 
vernacular of the Septuagint a Jewish-Greek dialect. As a result 
of his studies the author has come to the conclusion that the Vorlage 
of the Greek translators in many cases was closer to the Masoretic 
Text than the emendations of various commentators and the notes 
in the Biblia Hebraica of R. Kittel would lead us to think. The 
Septuagint contains many literalisms, and some of these may 
imply that the Greek interpreters had a high regard for the exact 
letter, and some of the crudities of rendering may have such an 
origin. Yet surprisingly we often meet in the same verse or adja
cent verses both literalism and extreme freedom of translation. 
At times the reader of the Septuagint is reminded of the swing of 
a pendulum from one end of the arc to the other. Sometimes it 
appears that the interpreter was working under a tension between 
literalism and freedom of rendering. In this way a certain balance 
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of approach was maintained by the translator, but in this connexion 
we should always observe the atmosphere of freedom in the Septu
agint. We have good reason to believe that what the interpreters 
actually had in mind was to reproduce the sense of the original, 
even though they often were not facile translators. There are 
difficulties of rendering from one language to another, and beyond 
any doubt the Alexandrians as pioneers in Biblical translation had 
to face numerous problems. 

For a number of years the writer conducted seminars on the 
Septuagint and Septuagint lexicography, and accordingly he began 
to compile a dictionary of Septuagint Greek. For some years, 
with his graduate students, he was able to make substantial pro
gress on his venture, and most of the work completed is now on 
microfilm and deposited in the Speer Library of the Princeton 
Theological Seminary. Unfortunately for the progress of this 
work, he was forced to retire for reasons of age, and in consequence 
of having no students any longer his work has been severely retard
ed. Beginning at this point we shall consider various phenomena 
of the vocabulary of the Septuagint as samples of what confronts 
the lexicographer1 but for reasons of space the range of citations 
will have to be limited. 

Obviously there is no need of discussing words whose meaning 
follows the normal classical usage or of considering transliterations 
and proper names. A number of words, however, may be chosen 
and placed in categories which reflect the character of the Septuagint 
vocabulary. Manifestly such a classification is not always rigid, 
and there are cases where a word could easily be transferred 
from one section to another. In discussing various words in their 
Septuagint sense, we shall have to bear in mind that the Seventy 
were pioneers in Biblical translation. The Greek tongue had to 
be adapted to express a realm of thought foreign to the Hellenic 
culture and the Greek religions, and consequently the translators 
had to mould the language to render the concepts of the Old Testa
ment; in many instances this involved them in introducing vestiges 
of Hebrew syntax into Greek, in employing Greek words in a 
Hebraic sense, and giving connotations to certain vocables which 

1 Gehman, Henry S., ' The Theological Approach of the Greek Trans
lator of Job 1-15', Journal of Biblical Literature, 68 {1949), pp. 231-240. 

Gehman, Henry S., ' Exegetical Methods Employed by the Greek Translator 
of 1 Samuel', Journal of the American Oriental Society, 70 (1950), pp. 292-296. 

Gehman, Henry S., ' The Hebraic Character of Septuagint Greek ', Vetus 
Testamentum, I (1951), pp. 81-90. 

Gehman, Henry S., 'Hebraisms of the Old Greek Version of Genesis', 
ibid., 3 (1953), pp. 141-148. 

Gehman, Henry S., "Ayws in the Septuagint, and its Relation to the 
Hebrew Original', ibid., 4 (1954), pp. 337-348. 

Cf. also, Reider, Joseph, Prolegomena to a Greek-Hebrew and Hebrew
Greek Index to Aquila, Philadelphia, 1916. 

Fritsch, Charles T., The Anti-Anthropomorphisms of the Greek Pentateuch, 
Princeton, 1943. 

Gard, Donald H., The Exegetical Method of the Greek Translator of the 
Book of Job, Journal of Biblical Literature Monograph, Series VIII, 1952. 
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they did not have before. Generally, however, such a transforma
tion or extension of the Greek vocabulary was not unreasonable 
and.in many instances was developed under semantic principles. 

In this survey of examples gleaned from the writer's collec
tion of Septuagint words, it may be appropriate to commence with 
examples that have preserved a clear Hebrew usage; we may call 
them literalisms. Such are some in this. category: 

a.V'l}p, used in a distributive sense like 'ish: Judges 9: 55, 'And 
they departed every one to his own place ', Kai amj>..0ov (A) [ Kai 
l1ropnJ8T)uav (B)] av~p El, 70V 701TOV athov. 2 Kings 3: 25, 'they cast 
every man his stone', lppuf,av av~p Tov >..l0ov. Neh. 4: 12, 'and the 
builders each one', Kal olKo86µ,ot anjp. 

1i'TT6, the preposition in sense of 'toward'. In this case 
examples will first be chosen where MT has the he-terminative: 
Joshua 17:10; 18:13, 14, Neghba, d1ro >..1/36,; 18:12, 18, Sapona, 
a1ro {Jappa. In this usage a1r6 may also represent Min: Gen. 
13: 11, 'and Lot journeyed Miqedem (eastward)', where a1ro 
avarn>..wv apparently has the same meaning. 

d1roKaA61TTw To wTlov (oos), 'uncover the ear' in the sense 
of ' to inform '. This idiom is found in 1 Sam. 9: 15; 20: 2, 13; 
2 Sam. 7: 27; 1 Chron. 17: 25, avolyvvµ, ; Ruth 4: 4. This meaning 
is obvious and caused no difficulty to a Greek reader who had no 
Semitic background. 

8l8wµ,1 to express a wish like Hebrew Mi-yiten (Oh that) is 
found in various books: Num. 11: 29, ' Would that all the LoRD's 
people were prophets', Kai -rls 8cfiTJ 1T1iVTa Tov ,\aov Kvplov 1rpo<P~-ras. 
Deut. 5: 29, ' Oh that they had such a mind', -rls 8C.:,cm oiJ-rws Etva, 
-n,v Kap8lav aihwv lv aOTois. Other examples of the same idiom are 
found in Judges 9: 29; 2 Sam. 18: 33 (19: 1); Job 19: 23; 29: 2, Tls 11.v 
µE 0ElTJ; Ps. 13 (14): 7; 52(53): 7; 54 (55): 7. In Job 6: 8, where MT 
means literally: 'Oh that my request might come', G reads El yo.p 
8c[,'I') Kai l>..801 µ,ov ~ alT'l')UtS'. 

El (if). The use of Hebrew Im in a negative oath has been 
faithfully reproduced by El: 1 Sam. 17: 55, Abner said: ' As thy 
soul liveth, 0 king, I cannot tell' (Im-yiida'ati: if I know I do not 
know, or I cannot tell): in the Hexapla this is rendered El ot8a. 
1 Sam. 19: 6, 'As the LORD liveth ', Im-yumath, El a1ro8avEi'Ta£ 
(he shall not die). No further examples of this are necessary. It 
may be observed, however, that El may occur, even though there 
is no equivalent in MT: I Kings I : 52, ' there shall not fall a hair of 
him to the earth' (Lo'-yipol); here in G the protasis is introduced 
by .U.v and El as a negative introduces the apodosis. 

The preposition lv in many instances assumes in quite literal 
fashion the various meanings of b: 1 Kings 8: 24, ' thou speakest With 
(b) thy mouth and has fulfilled it with (b) thy hands'; here.b denot
ing means or instrument is rendered in both c_ases by lv. J~b 
40: 29, in connection with leviathan, we read:' Wilt thou play with 
him (b6) as with a bird?' The G follows this literally, lv a~-rq). 
The preposition b denoting place where is rendered by Jv : 
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Gen. 14: 13, 'Now he was dwelling by (b) the terebinths of Mamre '; 
in G this is ev rfi Spvl. Tij Map./JpiJ. Accompaniment denoted by 
b is also expressed by ev ; Gen. 9: 4, ' only flesh with the life there
of'; 1r.\1}v Kplas ev a'lµan i/,vxfis. In connexion with an oath bis 
used: 1 Sam. 17: 43, ' And the Philistine cursed David Belohiiw ', 
where G has ev Tots Oeo'is lavTov. 

Certain verbs are modified by a phrase introduced by the 
preposition b, a case of Hebrew syntax: 1 Kings 10: 9 (thy God), 
who delighted in thee (Hiipes b8kii) is rendered 8s ~Ol.\7Jaev ev aol : 
in this case the verb carries over a special meaning from the Hebrew. 
The verb eKMyoµa, as a rendering of BiilJ,ar should also be 
considered in this connexion: 1 Sam. 16: 8, Gam-baze lo-biihar 
YHWH is idiomatically translated ovSe 'TOV'TOV efeMfaTO Kvpios, but 
in verse 9, where the same sentence occurs, we have ev ToVTq>. In 
1 Kings 8: 16 both idioms are found in the same verse: ovK efe.\efaµ7Jv 
EV 1r0Ae, • . . Kat efe,\efaµ7JV EV • frpovua,\1Jµ . . . Kal efe,\efaµ7Jv 'TOV 
LlavelS. Thus we have Hebraic literalism and good Greek in the same 
verse or in adjacent verses. In 1 Kings 8: 44, the Hebrew idiom 
occurs with attraction, however, of the relative to the antecedent: oSov 
Tfjs 1ro,\ecos ~s efeM!w ev avrfi (toward the city which thou didst 
choose). There should be observed here also the use of oSov 
for Derek in the sense of ' toward' : this is a frequent idiom. The 
use of b with nouns of measure after a numeral has occasionally 
been transferred to the Greek: 1 Kings 6: 6(2); 7: 10(23); Ezek. 
40: 5, where we have ev 1riJxe,. 

• Efalpw is a literal translation of Niisa' (to pull up stakes, set 
out, depart); Gen. 35: 5, Wayisii (and they set out, journeyed): Kd 
effipev 'lupafJ'A. In Exod. 14: 19 the same verb is used in connexion 
with the Angel of the LoRD and also the pillar of cloud. There 
are numerous examples of this usage in the Book of Numbers, and 
it is a well-established idiom in the Septuagint. Cf. also Jer. 4: 7, 
'a lion has set out, had gone forth', which is rendered efijpev Kai. 
effi'A0ev. 

This use of Jfalpco, however, should not be too strange because 
cbalpw (a frequent rendering of Niisa') in classical Greek is applied 
to the departure of ships or of an army. 

ex0es Kai. Tpl'T'T'Jv {TJµlpav) is a literal rendering of T 8nol Shilshom 
(yesterday (and) three days ago = formerly). In 1 Sam. 21: 5 (6) 
the expression means 'about these three days', or 'for s~me 
time '. In the sense of ' in time past •, ' heretofore ', ' before time ' 
the expression is found in 1 Sam. 4: 7; 10: 11; 14: 21; 1 Chron. 11 : 2. 
The same meaning is expressed in Ruth 2: 11 by ex0es Kai. TplT71s. 
In Gen. 31 : 2, 5 ws ex0es Kal TplTT/v TJp,lpav signifies 'as formerly'; 
the same expression is found in 1 Mace. 9 : 44, where we have no 
Hebrew original extant. In 1 Sam. 19: 7 wuel precedes this ex
pression. In 2 Kings 13: 5 Ka0c!Js precedes ex0es Kai. -rplTTJs; in 
Susanna 1 : 15 the genitive is also used after Ka0c/Js : ex0es Kal Tpfr71s 
T}µlpas. With Ka0a (Joshua 4: 18) and Ka8&.1rep (Exod. 5: 7, 14), 
where the accusative is used, the expression means ' as aforetime, 
as heretofore '. 
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11pocm071µ,, as a translation of yiisaph (add) may be employed 
to denote the idea of repetition and be rendered • again', as in 
Gen. 4 : 2 watoseph liiledeth, • and again she bore his brother', ,cai 
11poulfh}KEV TE KE iv ,.Jv a8E.\</,Jv avToO; 8 : 21, • I will not again curse', 
ov 11pou8~uw In Tov Ka.Tap&uau8a,. The same idiom is found, 
e.g. in Gen. 18 : 29; Judges 3 : 12; 1 Sam. 3: 21. In Gen. 38: 5 
Watoseph &d wateled, 'and she yet bore a son'; in this case G 
employs the participle: ,cal '1Tpoa8Eiua [,., lTEKEv vl6v. This verb may 
also be employed to render shub: 2 Kings 1 : 11 wayyashob wayyishlah 
• and again he sent', 11poul8eTo ••. ,ea, dmfUTe,.\Ev. It is probable, 
however, that this idiom would not have caused trouble to a reader 
who did not know Hebrew. 

The other verb in Hebrew to express' again' is shub (return): 
G JmaTplcpw. A few examples will suffice: Deut. 30: 9, yiishub . .. 
lasus 'will again rejoice', J1nTpl1/u;g .•. d,cppav8ijva,. Here G has 
the same construction as MT. When shub is followed by a finite 
verb, the same construction is adopted by G : 2 Kings 13 : 25 wayyii
shob . .. wayyiqa(z, JCal J11lUTpErpEv ... ,cal V,af3ev. The same construc
tion is met in 2 Kings 21 : 3 wayyiishob wayyiben' and he built again', 
Kai J11lUTperpev Kai cpK086µ,71uev. Cf. 1 Sam. 3: 6, where MT has the 
verb yiisaph. 

Tpura6s as a translation of shiilish (adjutant, captain) is a 
literalism, and is to be understood in the Hebrew sense. In 1 Kings 
10: 25 (9: 22) Kai Tpwuol av-roO, as a rendering of w6shiilishiiw is 
a Hexaplaric addition. In 2 Chron. 8 : 9 the word is translated 
8vvaTol; this shows that the translators knew what the Hebrew word 
signified. In Ezek. 23: 15 occurs Mare' &hiilishim kulliim, 'all of 
them looking like captains ( or officers) ' ; this is rendered in G orp,s 
,.p,acrq 11&11,.wv. In verse 23 shiilishim is translated -rp,uaovs. In this 
way the G gave technical meaning to a literalistic rendering. 

xe,p to denote means or instrument as translation of yiid 
generally seems to be a facile rendering, and it may be not too 
far afield in connexion with Massa' (burden) rendered Afjµ,µ,a 
(commission received) as in Mal. 1: 1, Jv xeipi &.wl.\ov avToiJ. 
We meet, however, a Hebrew literalism in 1 Kings 8: 53, where God 
spoke B6yad Moshe, lv xeipi 8ov.\ov uov Mwvufj. 

The word yiid, however, is also used in the sense of monument, 
and xelp is adopted as a rendering of this meaning: 1 Sam. 15: 12 
Kai avlUTa.Kev avTqj xeipa (monument). The same sense occurs in 
2 Sam. 18: 18, where Massebeth (u,.~.\17) is called Absalom's 
monument (xelp • A/3Eaua).d,µ). 

There are numerous cases, moreover, where a Greek word 
received a Hebrew meaning, but these cannot always be called 
literalisms, and probably it should be said that they have received 
an extension of meaning or semantic development, or an inter
pretation through a confusing or throwing together of different 
Hebrew roots that have the same radicals. Accordingly such 
examples may be placed in a_ separate category. 

ayxiuTEVw (be next or near of kin, be ·heir-at-law). In Num. 
36: 8 as a translation of yiirash (possess) it acquired the same sense. 
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It also translates gii'al (redeem, act as kinsman), but there is 
a second root gii'al (defile). In Ezra 2: 62, 'And they were ex
cluded as unclean (yego'alu) from the priesthood'. G in the 
context has to mean the same thing: Kal ~y'}(.tUTEV8'1Jaav ci.1T6 Tfjs 
lEpamdas-. It may be that the preposition &110 helped to clarify 
the sense. The same expression occurs in Neh. 7: 64. The inter
pretation of the verb was carried over to the noun ciyxiaTELd 
(close kinship, right of inheritance) as a translation of go'alim 
( defilement). In Neh. 13: 29 the noun received the sense of' defile
ment', and in a negative meaning led to' exclusion from the right 
of inheritance'. . 

civa{Jo}..iJ (mound of earth, bank) in I Chron. 19: 4 is employed as 
a euphemism for Mipsiiii (posterior, buttock) lcus- rijs- civaflo>..fjs, 
' as far as the hump '. 

d.va.urqµ,a d.vacn-Eµ,a (height, protuberance, prominence, erection, 
building, eruption). This word is used to translate yequmii 
(substance, existence, living thing), Gen. 7: 23, 116.11 TO dvdaT71µ,a. 
In verse 4 of the same chapter this Hebrew word is rendered 
lfav&.aTaais- (literally, ' rising'); there A reads dv&crr71µ,a. In the 
context both &11&.cn-71µ,a and l[av&.uTaais have taken over the Hebrew 
sense 'living being', 'living thing'. The G translated the root of 
the Hebrew literally. 

dvaToAiJ (rising). The verb avadMcu (rise) has also the sense 
'to spring out' in connexion with plants, whence the meaning 
' shoot' for the noun was developed by the translators as a 
rendering of semah (shoot). The root and the verb are brought 
together in Zech. 6: 12 • AvaTOA'IJ (semah) avoµ,a ai}Ttp Ka! ,5'1701(0.T

cuOEv a~Tov dvaTEAEi (yismiih). In Zech. 3: 8 'I will bring forth my 
·servant the Shoot (semah)' which G renders lyw aycu TOI' 8ovAov 
µ,ov 'AvaToA~v. Thus through a literalism a Hebrew meaning was 
transferred to a Greek noun. 

&..,,oKAElcu (shut off, exclude from, shut up, close) corre
sponds in meaning to siigar, which in the Qal means ' close, shut '. 
The Piel is found in 1 Sam. 17: 46; 24: 19; 26: 8; 2 Sam. 18: 28. In 
all these cases aTTo,cAElcu like the Hebrew means ' deliver up '. In 
1 Sam. 23: 11, 12 the Hiphil is used three times; in G, which 
lacks verse 12, the verb d,170/CAElcu in the passive is used twice 
in the sense of ' deliver'. The Greek verb clearly received an 
extension of meaning from the Hebrew. In this connexion should 
be considered uvy,c">.Elcu (shut, hem in, close) as a translation of 
siigar in the Hiphil: Joshua 2: SA; Amos 1 : 6, 9; Obad. 1 : 14; 
Ps. 30 (31): 9; 77 (78): 50, 62. In all these cases this verb has appro
priated the sense of the Hebrew, 'to deliver, give over.' 

a'l1oaTo">.17 (sending off, or away, dispatching, payment, or 
tribute). In 1 K.ings4: 32 (9: 16) we read that the Pharaoh gave to his 
daughter Gezer as shilluhim which means' sending away', 'parting 
gift ', ' dowry'. In making a literal translation G gave the word 
the sense of ' dowry ', which is a logical semantic development. 

apovpa (tilled or arable land, earth, ground, land) in three 
passages is a rendering of 'eshel (tamarisk): Gen. 21: 33, where 
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Abraham planted a tamarisk tree: lrf,v'TfiVCTEV 'A{Jpaap, apovpav. In 
1 Sam. 22: 6, Saul was sitting at Gibeah 'under the tamarisk tree', 
Eaov). EIC«O'YJ'TO ••• V'110 '7'7}V apovpav; 31: 13, 'and buried them (the 
bones) under the tamarisk tree in Jabesh': «al 0&.11-rovuiv Imo -r~v 
d.povpav '7'7JV 'laf3ds. This use of d.povpa is not recorded in our 
lexica; Josephus, Antiq. 1, 6, 12, 4; 6, 14, 8 took the latter two 
occurrences as a place name, but in the context it is clear that the 
translator had in mind a certain kind of tree. 

filp,jV'fJ is the translation of shalom, which is quite extensive 
in its meanings: 'completeness, soundness, welfare, health, pros
perity, peace'. In the G filp,jv'YJ has taken over all the meanings 
of shalom beyond those referring to the absence of strife or war. 
In a number of instances shalom has a very comprehensive sense 
and cannot be limited to one shade of meaning. 

In the Aaronic benediction (Num. 6 : 26) filp,j11'1J includes all 
the blessings of God, his protection, and favour and welfare, as 
well as the peace of God that passeth all understanding (Phil. 4 : 7). 
The sense of completeness in shalom is taken over by elp,jv'YJ in 
reference to death and refers to the satisfaction of having lived 
a full life as regards longevity; this includes an inner satisfaction or 
peace, an undisturbed mind: Gen. 15: 15, Abraham; 1 Kings 2: 6, 
with a negative, Joab; 2 Kings 22: 20, Josiah. Elp7JV'fJ is also ap
plied to freedom from worry in the affairs of this life; it refers to a 
state of having the assurance that things are all right: 1 Sam. 1 : 17, 
Eli said to Hannah, Ilopf.vov Els filp1Jl''1JV; 2 Sam. 15: 9, David to 
Absalom, /J&.a,{E fils Elp,j11'1Jv; 2 Kings 4 : 23, the Shunamite wanted to 
see Elisha, and in answer to her husband's questions, she replied: 
shalom, filP7JV'1J (It will be well). 

The word elp1JV'fJ is also closely allied to salvation; in this 
connexion should be noted (Ezek. 34: 25) 8ia8,j1<'1J Elp1Jl''1JS (a covenant 
of peace) which brings safety and security. In fact elp,jv'YJ may 
be parallel to salvation, as in Isa. 52: 7, where a1<0~11 elp1JV'fJS, ayaOa 
and aWT'fJplav are parallel. In Ps. 37 (38): 4 fou,s (healing, remedy) 
and elp,jV'fJ are parallel; here elp,jv'YJ clearly means ' health '. 

From this usage of elp,jV'fJ we note that asking about a 
person's shalom (elp,jV'fJ) means to inquire about his health or welfare 
(Judges 18: 15B). In 2 Sam. 18: 29, 32 David asked the messenger 
whether there is elp7111'1J to Absalom, i.e. whether he is well or safe. 
In 2 Kings 4 :26 Elisha sent Gehazi to ask the Shunamite whether 
there is shalom (elp,jV1J) to her, to her husband, and to the child. 
The reply was shalom (elp,jv77), 'Health', or' Yes, it is well'. 'To 
greet• or to 'salute•. as in Hebrew, is expressed by lpwTaw (ask) 
plus the direct personal object plus (T<l) els Elf>~V"Jv: e.g. I Sam. 
10 : 4. Elp,jV7J is widely used in connexion with greeting or saluting. 
From this we come to the expression L' shalom (els elp,jl"l]v), which 
may mean ' to visit '. In 2 Kings 10 : 13 Jehu asked the kinsmen 
of Anaziah: ' Who are ye? ' Their reply was: «al «a-rl/377µ,ev ds 
elp1JV1J" -rwv vlwv -rov fJaaiMws: 'And we came to salute (or visit) 
the royal prince~.• In this way the translators appropriated all the 
meanings of shalom for filP7JV1J· 
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lvTpl-rrw, middle and passive (feel misgiving or shame, be 
ashamed). Kana' in the Niphal means ' to be humbled, subdued '. 
As a translation of the Niphal in Judges 3: 30, Ka2 lveTpd1T7J Mwd/3 
means ' And Moab was subdued'. The same is true in the reading 
of A in Judges 8: 28; 11 : 33. The sense of' humble oneself' occurs 
in 2 Kings 22: 19, 'Because ... thou didst humble thyself ( walikiina') 
before YHWH ': Kal EVETp0.1T1JS a111~ 1rpouw1rov Kvplov-2 Chron. 12: 7' 
'And when YHWH saw that they humbled themselves' (Nikhniiu'): 
on lveTpd1T7Juav, In the previous verse, however, wayyikaneu' is 
rendered Ka2 iwx6v8rwav. In both im,tances, the Greek verb has 
the Hebrew sense of' humbled themselves'. 

lf68wv (literally, 'outgoing', whence it came to mean 'finale 
of a tragedy ', ' tragical conclusion '; also ' gateway ' in the papyd). 
In the G, however, the word received a connexion with the Exodus, 
and so the solemn assembly (A'sereth) on the seventh day of the 
celebration of the Passover was translated l[68iov (Deut. 16: 8). In 
like manner the solemn assembly (A'sereth) on the eighth day of 
Tabernacles was called l[68iov (Lev. 23: 36; Num. 29: 35; Neh. 
8 : 18). At the dedication of the Temple by Solomon (2 Chron. 7: 9) 
the solemn assembly (A'sereth) on the eighth day is called l[68iov. 
In these cases l[681ov (going out) definitely signifies 'solemn 
assembly '. _ 

l1ml8.,,µ, (put upon, impose, middle, make an attempt upon, 
attack). Qiishar in the Qal means 'bind', 'conspire'; in the 
Hithpael, ' conspire together'. The noun qesher has the sense 
of 'conspiracy'. In 2 Chron. 23: 13 Athaliah said: qesher, qesher 
(Treason, Treason !) which G renders lmn0lµevo, l11,Tl8eu8e (you 
are committing treason). The Qal of qiishar is employed to express 
a conspiracy against the Kings Zechariah and Amon (2 Chron. 
24: 21; 33: 24, 25) where G translates with the middle of emTl0'1')µ,. 
In 2 Chron. 25 : 27 in the case of Amaziah, ' they conspired a con
spiracy against him'; here G also has a cognate accusative: l1rl8eVTo 
a&rq, l1rl0euw. In 2 Chron. 24: 25, 26, where the servants conspired 
against Joash, the Hithpael is used: in this case the Greek could 
do no better than use the middle of l1mt87Jµi. In these cases the 
semantic of l1riTl87Jµi with tp.e sense of' conspire' is clear. 

Another meaning of l1rl0euis is found in Ezek. 23 : 11 : ' she 
was more corrupt in her a'ghiibhii ( doting, erotic attention, sensual 
desire, lust)'; G: 81hf,8eipe l11l8eu,v mhijs. In this case l11l8euis 
(placing upon, attention) acquired the sense of ' erotic attention ', 
' sensual desire ', ' lust'. In this connexion may be considered 
emTl0'1')µ,, which in the middle may mean ' apply oneself to '. In 
a pejorative sense, however, as a translation of a'ghiibhii it signifies 
'pay erotic attention to', 'to dote upon' (Ezek. 23: 5-20). 

eToiµ,&.,w (prepare). The Hebrew root kun means in 'the 
Niphal, ' to be set up, established, fixed', and in the Hiphil, ' to 
establish, set up, make ready, prepare'. In other words, there is 
an overlapping of two senses. In I Kings 2: 12 we read:' And was 
established (watikon) his kingdom greatly.' This is rendered by 
G «al ,}Toiµ,du8'1'J ,j {3au,Aela aihoii uq,o8pa. The verb here in Greek 
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has to be understood in the Hebrew sense. In 1 Kings 2: 24 
Hekinani (he hath established me) is rendered by ~-rolµ.aaEv µ.e. It 
appears that in these examples eTOiµ.a,w has received an extension 
of meaning, and is to be understood in the Hebrew sense. The 
adjective l-roiµ.os as a translation of the Niphal participle of kun 
means 'established'; e.g., the throne of David (1 Kings 2: 45); 
the throne of God (Ps. 92 (93): 2); the human heart (Ps. 56 (57): 8; 
107 (108): 2). 

ma-r6s may be a rendering of the Niphal participle of 'Amen, 
as such it takes over the Hebrew meaning: ' made firm, sure, last
ing, confirmed, established'. In connexion with olKos it may mean 
'sure': house of a priest (l Sam. 2: 35); of David (1 Sam. 25: 28); 
of Solomon (1 Kings 11 : 38). A prophet may be 'confirmed' or 
'established' (1 Sam. 3 : 20): eh£ ·nw-ros; l:aµ.ov~>i 11ils; 11poq,~TTJV: 
' that established was Samuel to be a prophet.' An event may be 
' established to take place', ' determined' (Hos. 5 : 9): l8eifa 11iCTTa. : 
' I have shown established things ', i.e. they will take place in the 
future. The adjective 11£aT6s may also be used in a pejorative sense 
(Deut. 28: 59): voaovs 11ov71pas Kal 11iaTas: 'diseases dire and sure', 
i.e. lasting, or of long continuance. 

If, however, the verb in Hebrew is perfect or imperfect, the 
finite verb is also used in G: 2 Sam. 7: 16, 1TWTw011aeva,o olKos at}roG 
Kal ~ {Jaa,>iela a,hov ; ' his house and his kingdom shall be estab
lished, or made sure.' 

In this connexion should be noted the verb lµ.1T£0-re.Jw. A 
word play of the verb 'Amen in the Hiphil (Ha'aminu) and the 
Niphal (Te'amenu) is taken over by G; 2 Chron. 20: 20 lµ.ma-revaaTe 
€V KVpUp 8eq; 1'µ.wv Kal eµ.11£GTEV07Jaea8e. 'Believe in the Lord your 
God, and ye shall be established.' In the second verb the meaning 
of the Hebrew has been extended into the Greek. 

This selection from a large accumulation in the files of the 
writer shows some of the conclusions reached by a lexicographer. 
In many cases he had to consider the exegesis of the translators, 
but in the present instance such a study would take us too far afield 
in the limited space at our disposal. There are numerous problems 
which confront the lexicographer, and the decisions reached must 
be placed under the proper meanings in the dictionary. The 
Alexandrians, however, have left problems nor only for the philo
logist and the lexicographer, but in one instance they have worried 
the later translators and interpreters: Isaiah 7: 14, where a'lmii 
(puella nubilis, mannbares Madchen, marriageable young woman 
until the birth of the first child) was rendered ~ 11ap0Evos. This 
was a good translation, if we bear in mind that in classical Greek 
it may mean ' girl, maiden ', and the term was applied even to a 
young woman who was not a virgin (e.g. Iliad II, 514). If the 
Alexandrians had chosen veavis, as did Aquila, no trouble would 
have been bequeathed to future generations or to later translators, 
but the Vulgate rendered it virgo, whence the A.V., virgin. In the 
R.S.V., even though 'a young woman' is in the text, there is a 
note: ' Or virgin ', which continues to confuse the issue. 
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Finally, however, we may depart from lexicography in the 
narrow sense and make some reference to the influence of the 
vocabulary of the Septuagint upon the English Bible and the 
religious vocabulary of the present day. In this connexion, how
ever, we can cite only a few examples. It is difficult to bring out 
in English the exact shade of meaning of the Hebrew qiihiil (assembly, 
congregation), and probably the closest approach to this politico
religious term is the German Gemeinde. At any rate, in translating 
this substantive by EKKATJula, the Septuagint furnished the word for 
Church in the New Testament. In rendering lehem hapiinim and 
le hem hammaa'rekheth by al ap-ro, TTpo01.aEwr: a basis was laid for the 
expression panes propositionis of the Vulgate; thus Luther had 
a precedent for his rendering die Schaubrote, whence English 
shewbread. 

Two more examples will be chosen, and both are theological. 
The first is the Hebrew kaporeth, which is translated in the A.V. 
and R.S.V. as 'mercy seat', a rendering going back to Tyndale, 
who was influenced by Luther's Gnadenstuhl. In Exod. 25: 17 Kapo
reth is translated by O,aO"T-qp,ov ETTl8Eµ,a, which means literally 
' propitiatory cover'; in other words, J,,,{BEµ,a is an attempt at 
a literal rendering, while lAaO"T-qp,ov gives the noun theological 
content. This is the only case, however, where the two words 
are used together; in the other instances J,,,l0Eµ,a is omitted, and 
l>1aO"T-qpwv becomes a substantive, which by itself then means 
'mercy seat ' or 'propitiatory'. 

In conclusion, whether we are conscious of it or not, in refer
ring to the Old Testament and the New Testament we are using a 
term which owes its origin ultimately to the Septuagint. A dis
cussion of the word testament involves Greek 8,a871KTJ, of which 
it is a translation. The Hebrew word berith (covenant), when 
used of an agreement between men, involves the mutual acceptance 
of contract obligations. Between God and man, however, a 
covenant includes a free promise on the divine side and the under
taking of obligations on the human side; thus, while the idea of 
mutuality is involved, God remains on the higher level. 

When the Old Testament was translated into Greek, there 
was a difficulty in rendering berith. The Greek word uvv871KTJ 
(compact, agreement, contract, treaty) might have suggested that 
God and his people were on the same level in the covenant. Ac
cordingly the Alexandrians chose 8,aB-qKTJ (disposition of property 
by will, will testament) as the rendering of berith (covenant). 
It cannot be said, however, that this was a purely arbitrary meaning 
assigned by the Seventy, since it contains the concept of' arrange
ment ', and the sense of ' agreement ' or ' covenant ' may be found 
in classical Greek, as in Aristophanes Birds 440-441. But in the 
rendering 8,a871KTJ the place of God- on the higher level was 
preserved, and furthermore the idea of mutuality was retained. 
The testator makes the will or testament, but the heirs are bound 
by law to carry out its provisions. Accordingly 8,aB-qKTJ makes 
clear the two concepts: the covenant was God's free promise, 
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and those who receive his gifts are on their part obligated to carry 
out the conditions he has imposed. In this sense 8,a011KTJ means 
' covenant ' and should be so understood. The idea of ' testament ', 
however, was not lost. 

From the Septuagint this usage was taken over in the New 
Testament, and when the New Testament was translated into 
Latin, 8,a011KrJ was rendered literally testamentum, whence the 
English testament. In the New Testament accordingly the word 
testament is synonymous with covenant, except in Heh. 9: 16, 17. 
In this connexion there must be recognized the double sense of 
8,a811KTJ in Heb. 9: 15-20. In verses 16 and 17, however, testament 
cannot be explained as covenant, while in the other verses it 
should be so interpreted; in verses 16 and 17 the sense of testament 
cannot be avoided, and it will have to be retained. 

When the New Testament was formed, it was called ,; Ka"'~ 
8,a0rJK'l'J (The New Testament, or the New Covenant), since it 
contains the documents that attest to God's new covenant with his 
covenant people, the Church. How long the term was in vogue 
before its literary use in this sense, we cannot determine. Con
sequently from this expression the Scriptures inherited from Israel 
were called by Christians (2 Cor. 3: 14) ,; wru\aid 8ta0rJK1J (The 
91d Testament). We must credit the Seventy not only with freedom 
in their rendering-8,a6rJ,c'IJ, but also with imagination. That one 
word found its way int9 a new body of documents, to which it 
eventually gave the name; from the usage of the Church it 
rebounded to the original source to apply itself as a name to 
the· Hebrew Scriptures. After all, it must be admitted that temil
nology can be quite convenient, and whether the layman be aware 
of it or not,the plodding Alexandrian translators, who knew Hebrew, 
Aramaic and Greek, have bequeathed the word TESTAMENT to an 
age, when many students of theology resist the study of the original 
languages of Scripture. 
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